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Cover Image 
“Inner Light,” the cover painting by 
Talon VanHowten, reminds us of the 
still point neutral space that Dorinda 
Hartson describes in our feature ar-
ticle, “The Neutral Space,” starting on 
page 4 of this month’s Holographic Re-
patterning Association Journal. When 
viewing this painting, we gaze past 
the busy, vine-wrapped portal of our 
hurried lives, to witness a peacefully 
cresting wave in the foreground, as the 
distant sunset evokes a quiet, contem-
plative, neutral-space moment for our 
minds. 
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Carolyn Winter 

Our license agreement allows us to 
continue the use of the name Holo-
graphic Repatterning Association un-
til June of 2007. At that time we must 
either change our name to Resonance 
Repatterning Association or some other 
name. In any case, a change of any kind 
is a decision that must be made by the 
membership and is a decision we must 
not take lightly. 

Names convey resonance and associa-
tions that announce our presence long 
before any of us physically show up 
in the mind of the beholder. A Harvard 
marketing researcher, Gerald Zaltman 
writes in his book How Customers 
Think: Essential Insights Into the Mind 
of the Market, that consumers tune into 
the resonant energy of the people be-
hind any package or advertising that 
they take in and unconsciously make 
decisions about a product based on the 
energy fields of the people behind the 
product as much as the packaging itself. 
A fabulous product, for example, will 
experience poor sales if the marketing 
department staff have doubts about its 
authenticity. The consumer automati-
cally picks up the energy of doubt. 

From the President

Deciding on a name for the association is 
an opportunity to define who we are as an 
association, consistent with our genuine 
values and offer of service. These could 
include qualities of trust, credibility, or 
qualified practitioners. It is a process that 
involves each one of us. We will be mak-
ing opportunities available for everyone 
to make their opinion known in the next 
few months, and engage in a process of 
determining a new name that will end 
with your vote at a meeting of members 
in 2007. We’ll be sure to have Victoria 
Benoit repatterning the HRA all the way 
for this new birthing process! 

Our new or reaffirmed identity will also 
be used to reshape our website for the 
public www.holographic.org This site 
will convey our identity as a group and 
help the public understand what they 
can expect from a qualified practitioner 
of Resonance Repatterning. Some of the 
strategies that have been proposed so far 
include having one page web sites for cer-
tified members linked to their name at the 
registry page; having a calendar of events 
where members may post their next lo-
cal Intro event, having an index of arti-
cles online for the public written by our 
members, and providing the public with 
the means to request an RR practitioner 
as a guest speaker, or for an intro event in 
their community. Our final choices for the 
website design and function will focus ex-
clusively on connecting practitioners with 
potential clients. 

Our new identity gives the association an 
opportunity to promote YOUR identity 

especially with respect to having a web 
presence. Do a search on your name in 
the popular search engine Google.com. 
How do you show up? What page does 
your name show up on if at all? In the 
new information economy, having a 
web presence gives a business credibil-
ity and increasingly helps potential cli-
ents to find you. You need to be on the 
first 3 pages of a search to be found. 

The improving HRA websites will 
help you and provide you with at least 
4 places to show up on the world wide 
web through your active involvement in 
the HRA. These include your work as a 
world peace hologram volunteer, the ar-
ticles you submit for publication online 
and in the journal, your local events and 
others. We’ll be in touch with you about 
these enhanced opportunities in the next 
few months. 

How does your business reflect your 
values, your vision and your commit-
ment to serving others? Are we en-
trained for working and collaborating 
together? Your association is working 
for you to be seen and heard throughout 
the world. 

Explore the pages of this journal to find 
out how you can be directly involved. 
And of course… repattern, repattern, 
repattern. 

Holding the vision of possibility for 
your success, 

Carolyn Winter  
HRA President

(continued on page 12)

Compiled by Gail Glanville

Carolyn Winter placed a call to Chloe 
Wordsworth several months ago and said: 
“Take a look at our IDeclare site and all 
the Level I practitioners who want to be 
certified. They’re looking for a clear path 
to certification. We need your help. What 
can you do?”

In a conference call with Scottsdale 
area teachers, the first step was to admit 
that while we may have learned how 
to teach the Resonance Repatterning™/
Holographic Repatterning® system 
quite well, we’ve been less successful at 
measuring competencies and coaching  

students to achieve their best along the 
way. It was clear that we had to address 
the resulting backlog in a whole new 
way.

Fortunately, we do have a comprehensive 
Certification manual, thanks to the HRA 
Certification team, so the measurable 
steps towards certification and licensing 
are and remain clearly defined.

What we didn’t have in place was a real-
ly consistent opportunity for students to 
demonstrate those measurable steps and 
receive consistent feedback, both as they 
go through the seminar curriculum, and as 
they proceed towards certification.

Here’s what’s happening as a result. 
Addressing the current Level I practi-
tioners and IDeclare members first, 
the Institute has now created all new 
Practitioner Supervision Seminars. These 
are three-day intensives focused exclu-
sively on the Certification Manual and 
student progress through it. They are 
scheduled for October 2006, February, 
April and June of 2007, in Scottsdale (see 
schedule on page 12). They are sponsored 
and coordinated by the Institute in coop-
eration with the HRA and the IDeclare 
group. Each one will have 1 teacher for 
every 8–10 students. 

Notes from the Resonance RepatterningTM Institute
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By Dorinda Hartson, Practitioner 
and Teacher, Phoenix, Arizona

Adapted from Dorinda’s upcoming 
book Events from the Elsewhere, Tips 
for Travel on the Internal Landscape 
©2006

As human beings, we walk a fine 
line in life between cause and 

effect and synchronicity. On one side 
of the line there are clear boundaries 
and predictable outcomes that allow 
us to bring order to our lives, make 
appointments and meet deadlines. We 
do all this with a sense of security 
that, when the future becomes the 
present, we will know what to expect. 
Cause and effect or determinism is 
how we plan and organize, design our 
future, validate what we know, manage 
change and produce outcomes. This 
approach is indeed very useful!

On the other side of this fine line 
boundaries are smeared and something 
—a force perhaps—allows us to move 
toward outcomes we didn’t plan for 
and to experience changes we didn’t 
expect. We call this unpredictable 

force synchronicity. We notice unex-
pected connections between elements 
in our lives. We experience the unfold-
ing of events and the emergence of a 
new order. Synchronicity is also called 
indeterminism and it brings change 
and growth into our lives. Change 
requires of us trust and acceptance of 
a higher order than the order that we 
create ourselves.

Determinism requires that we reduce 
the whole into its parts so that we can 
see “why” it works. We need parts to 
play the determinism game. Next we 
need a direct link between cause and 
effect; a one-to-one relationship. So 
as we approach the “problem,” the 
question we ask is, “What caused this 
problem (who or what is to blame?)” 
and the answer is “Because so and so 
and such and such...” 
In the process of being deterministic, 
we are very naturally led in a direct 
line or linear fashion to the solution, 
but the world view of determinism 
relies on isolation of a “problem” to 
determine the “cause” in order to find 

that “solution.”  There are times when 
we need to reduce the whole system 
into its parts in order to understand a 
problem we experience in the system. 
But it may be that the opportunity 
for resolution of a problem is in the 
dynamics between the parts. Then 
we need to be curious about “how” 
the parts interact with each other as a 
system and work as a whole.
Newton’s third law says that for every 
action there is an equal and opposite 
reaction. This seems not only obvious 
but customary. We are used to thinking 
of events lining up like dominos. One 
domino pushes another and the effect 
is carried down the line. The outcome 
of an interaction is based on the 
initial conditions and, if enough can 
be known about those conditions, we 
can determine the results. In fact, we 
are so used to knowing and predicting, 
that it is hard to let go of preconceived 
notions about how things are and how  
they should be, even when such an 
approach might not be useful. 
In the Resonance RepatterningTM     pro-

N e u t r a l           S p a c e

The Neutral Space



cess it is often necessary to identify 
why the person thinks they have a 
problem. This is the deterministic ap-
proach to the problem. It is important 
because the resonance with the exter-
nal “cause” of their discomfort can be 
shifted. When we shift the resonance 
with what we think, we make room for 
the self-correction process, which re-
lies on the whole system, not just our 
thoughts about why we have the prob-
lem. When we let go of “why,” which 
attaches us to the external reasons, then 
we allow for the “how,” which reori-
ents us to the internal system. Then we 
can resonate with whatever process we 
are in, be it change, growth or success.
We live by a catalogue of expectations 
garnered from what we’ve learned 
from our experiences 
and those of others. We 
project those expecta-
tions on the future and 
create the means to 
fulfill them in the pres-
ent. Our lives are about 
managing our personal 
resources in such a way 
as to produce the most 
fulfilling outcome. We 
invest our time and en-
ergy and expect a certain return for that 
investment. Life is lived by the give 
and take principle, based on laws of 
cause and effect. Even though it is not 
an exact science, we tend to use this 
approach as if it were.
Indeterminism directs us to the context 
of the event and the bigger picture. We 
put our focus on the dynamics of an 
event instead of just the details about 
the participants. The question we ask 
is, “How is it like that?” and the answer 
is “It depends on a number of factors.” 
The route we take to the solution is 
nonlinear. We find that the nonlinear 
approach is about interactions and 
relationships rather than causes.
There is simply no satisfactory way at 
all of picturing the fundamental atomic 
processes of nature in terms of space, 
time and causality. 
To give an example of a nonlinear 
event, we call on the Quantum Physics 
that brought indeterminism to our 

attention as a feature of nature. If a 
particle encounters another particle, 
force and cause and effect don’t explain 
the outcome of their meeting. Instead, 
we need to know the family of particles 
they belong to; we also need to know 
the charge of each particle, which could 
be positive or negative or one of three 
colors; we need to know its spin, which 
could be up, down, left or right. We also 
need to know the field from which they 
each emerged—electromagnetic field, 
weak field or strong field, for example. 
All these factors create an energetic 
pattern. In the end, the question is do 
they recognize each other; does the 
pattern of energy created by all these 
factors feel familiar (if particles could 
feel)? If they do, there is an interaction. 

The interaction doesn’t even happen 
without this pattern recognition. 
What is pattern recognition? It’s 
resonance!
If you were to go to a Chinese doctor 
who practices the ancient art of the 
5 Elements and the Shen Cycle, the 
problem would be seen as an indication  
of where the flow of energy had become 
stuck. The question is, “What can this 
symptom tell us about the interruption 
in the flow of energy in the body?” It 
is a process of “connecting the dots” to 
get a whole picture. The world view of 
indeterminism relies on understanding 
a network of independent but inter-
related parts. The nonlinear approach 
deals with hidden synchronous 
connections that move in unpredictable 
ways toward the solution.
The human body is another good ex-
ample. The outcomes—a heart beat-
ing, a thought happening, food getting 
turned into fuel—is the result of over-
lapping activities miraculously coordi-

nated to provide an ongoing expression 
of life. In this case, cause and effect 
can’t effectively understand the whole 
system without isolating the “parts” 
that overlook the inter-relationships of 
food, body and mind. For this reason, 
deterministic science cannot handle 
healing in a completely effective man-
ner as long as it insists on separating a 
dynamic system, like the human being, 
into parts.
When our intention is to heal and 
grow, we cannot separate the problem 
or illness or symptom from the system. 
That approach is exclusive. We need 
to know when it is appropriate to use 
a cause and effect perspective on the 
problem/symptom and when it is 
appropriate to use a synchronous one. 

However, if you say, 
“Whenever x happens 
be deterministic,” then 
you have excluded the 
synchronous approach. 
You could say, “Wing it 
and you’ll know,” but 
then you’ve excluded 
the art of prediction. 
The way out of the trap 
of “either or thinking” 
is the neutral space. 

The neutral space allows us to get 
out of the way, meaning to let go of 
our opinions, bias, our prejudices 
and analysis of the person or the 
situation. Our response to the person 
we are working with in a Resonance 
Repatterning session is first to receive 
what they have to say within this 
neutral space free of predisposition 
or presupposition. The neutral space 
allows us to leave the action/reaction 
realm and enter the realm of options. 
Then we have muscle checking to 
inform us of the needs of our client. It 
is a space very much like the one the 
quantum physicists describe for the 
particles.
In the invisible world of quantum 
physics, certain limits of knowledge are 
imposed. For example: 1) Probability—
we can only know what is most probable 
but cannot predict what is actually 
going to happen. 2) Inseparability—we 
cannot isolate the particle fully from 
the field. 3) Uncertainty—we cannot 

(continued on page 13)

Neutral does not mean nothing is going 
on in the Neutral Space, it means there 
are no accurate preconceived notions 
about it.
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In our last issue, we discussed awareness 
coherence and in this issue we will 
discuss personal coherence. This is a 
continuation of our theme for the year 
“Manifesting positive change.” 

Who are you? We have all been 
asked this question when we 

meet someone new. Often they pepper 
you with questions about who you are, 
what you like, what you dislike, where 
you are from, and what you believe. 
Their eyes are also taking in and 
recording details about what you look 
like physically: hair color and style, 
eye color and size, complexion and 
skin color, clothing style and neatness, 
etc. In essence, they are trying to figure 
you out and get to know who you are. 
Before someone has even started to ask 
you questions, though, energetically 
they have already seen who you are. 
The complete frequency map of your 
being, your personal coherence, is being 
projected for the world 
to see, as a snapshot of 
who you are and what 
you believe in that 
moment. 
Personal coherence 
is about who we are 
at the core. There 
are numerous IQ and 
personality profile 
tests on the market 
today that are used to define one’s 
character. Often, people pay a lot of 
money for career counseling and these 
personality typing tests to define and 
label their “type” based on strengths 
and weaknesses of character, or which 
brain areas are dominant. One can be 
more visual, auditory, or kinesthetic. 
One can be more left or right brain 
dominant. The self-help section of 
the library is full of books to help you 
know yourself better. 
Where do our personal frequency 
patterns of belief come from? 
Physically, we are born with a genetic 
pattern that we inherited from our 
parents. Genetics are responsible 
for many of the physical attributes 

we see expressed in another person, 
such as height, build, skin color, and 
eye color. Scientists have also shown 
that our personal genetic makeup 
is responsible for certain disease 
processes. Down’s syndrome is one 
such syndrome where the person has 
an extra copy of a certain chromosome. 
Since chromosomes contain the DNA 
blueprint, these persons have an over 
expressive section of DNA and this 
causes the characteristic physical and 
mental features of this syndrome. 
Scientists are not clear though as to why 
some patients with this disorder present 
with fewer symptoms and features than 
others. If we consider DNA as just 
another set of frequency patterns, which 
they are, in essence as all matter is, then 
personal coherence has everything to 
do with how this disease and others are 
expressed. 

Psychologists and sociologists argue as 
to whether one’s mental and emotional 
makeup is a product of genetic pro-
gramming or environmental influence. 
There is scientific evidence to suggest 
that both are important influences. 
Genetics provides the basic personal-
ity framework that can be tweaked by 
conditioning. Conditioning, either by 
traumatic personal experience or non-
traumatic repetitive conditioning, by 
our caregivers, can ingrain beliefs that 
we may simply accept without question 
as true for ourselves. Pavlov proved 
this concept of conditioning by his 
experiments with dogs. When he fed 
them, he rang a bell. He did this enough 
times that eventually, the dogs would 
salivate when he rang the bell, even in 

the absence of food. The two became 
synonymous to the dog’s system. We 
could say the dog resonated with the 
belief, “The bell means food.” This 
belief stimulated various body systems 
unconsciously for the dog, resulting in 
salivation.
An example of human conditioning is 
a man who is now a brilliant physician. 
He grew up hearing “my son the 
doctor” from his Jewish American 
mother. Even when he was three or four 
years old, he remembers his mother 
using this phrase when introducing 
him to new people. Her intention was 
so strong for this outcome that this 
became a core aspect of his being. 
This became his life mission. He 
manifested this intention, and happily. 
In fact he invested countless hours and 
money into the pursuit of his “chosen” 
profession. On the flip side, if his mother 

had chosen to instill 
the message, “you are 
not good enough,” this 
resonance could have 
spilled over into all 
areas of his life to limit 
relationship coherence 
and block awareness 
of natural talents and 
strengths. He would 
perhaps have struggled 
to become a physician, 

if he became one at all. The negative 
message could perhaps have limited 
the manifestation of contentment in 
his life.
Spiritually, we are also conditioned 
through the religion of our family of 
origin. Regardless of which spiritual 
path our family chose, the beliefs are 
taught and we learn them through the 
lens of our family relationships. We 
entrain with this path for survival and 
in an effort to get our life needs met. 
We conform to the norms set in place 
by our family and religious leaders. 
Whether we choose to remain focused 
on this path as we grow older, or 
not, the belief system is in place and 
contributes greatly to who we are in the 
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You Are What You Believe
by April Smith-Gonzalez, MA, Level I Practitioner, Bradenton, Florida

So, who do you want to be? The sky is the limit. 

If there is a weakness you feel needs work, look 

into the patterns that keep the resonance in 

place and repattern them.
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present. Some religions paint a picture 
of a higher power who is kind and 
benevolent. This would contribute to a 
belief in kind and benevolent authority 
figures who act in the best interests of 
those in their charge. By contrast, some 
religions interpret their higher power 
as a vindictive person who exacts 
harsh punishment for error. This could 
contribute to fear regarding authority 
figures and manifest as victimization 
by human superiors.  
All of us have had times when there 
were certain aspects of ourselves that 
we wish were different. We may be 
aware of an aspect of our personality 
that is not energizing, but due to our 
resonance, we may be powerless to 
overcome it. We may be aware of the 
problem, but we just can’t make it 
shift. The resonance with that problem 
is so ingrained and rooted within us 
that no effort on our part can effect 
change. Repatterning gives us a tool 
to shift those aspects of ourselves that 
seem impossible to change. Through 
Repatterning, we can enhance our 
strengths and find new ones. We can 
also remove or minimize some of our 
so called weaknesses through our shift 
to a higher state of personal coherence. 
We no longer have to blindly accept 
our weaknesses as being “just who I 
am.” Through a shift to higher personal 
coherence, we can cement the changes 
we wish to make. 
Personal coherence is integrally 
linked to awareness and relationship 
coherence. Awareness, as discussed in 
the last issue, is knowing what patterns 
we resonate with. Awareness alone, 
with many issues, can be enough to shift 
it, but when our personal coherence 
is involved, awareness may not be 
enough. Personal coherence includes 
the need for awareness and spills over 
into relationship, influencing every 
encounter with other living creatures. 
Once we shift away from the negatives, 
we are open to positive coherent beliefs. 
This then leads to easier navigation 
through any challenging situation.
Here is a real example of a client 
who was recently diagnosed with 
Diabetes. Geneticists have claimed 
that both types of Diabetes have 

genetic correlations. As such, is one 
who has this “mutated” gene doomed 
to a life of insulin or chemical therapy? 
No. In fact, studies have shown that 
a proper diet and consistent exercise 
can limit or eliminate the risk for this 
disease in one’s life. Some who do 
the right diet and exercise still get the 
disease anyway. Some without any 
genetic marker (those that have been 
discovered) also develop the disease. 
Why? From a Repatterning perspective 
we know it involves one’s personal 
resonance. A female client whose 
mother died of Type I Diabetes and 
whose father died of Type II Diabetes 
felt she was doomed to inherit this 
problem. She worried about whether 
or not she would get the disease. She 
even tested her blood sugar every day 
for three years expecting the worst. 
One day her worries became true and 
she had elevated readings for several 
days in a row. She had physically 
manifested her self-fulfilled prophecy. 
She accepted the possibility as true 
for herself and fell into resonance 
with having this disease. Once she 
was “diagnosed” by her doctor, she 
came for a session. She shifted beliefs 
relating specifically to this problem, 
shifted into the new possibility of 
being healthy and well. Following the 
session, she made a coherent choice to 
follow her doctor’s advice and change 
some of her de-energizing habits 
that were weakening her physical 
body. She worked hard to strengthen 
her body with proper nutrition and 
exercise. Exercise is thought to be 
the single most important thing one 
can do in the management of this 
disease. When we examine movement 
from a Repatterning perspective we 
understand that the energy surrounding 
this problem for her was stuck, and that 
movement shifted her resonance. Her 
follow-up blood work appointment 
with her doctor caused the doctor to 
wonder if he had really “diagnosed” 
her correctly the first time, because her 
numbers were better than any other 60- 
year-old patient he had seen. While we 
can’t say she was “cured,” we can say 
her resonance definitely shifted into 
a more coherent place, one that was 
energizing and life enhancing.  

So who do you want to be? The sky is 
the limit. If there is a weakness you feel 
needs work, look into the patterns that 
keep that resonance in place. We do 
not have to be limited by our personal 
beliefs. We can transcend any pattern 
we have inherited or learned. We can 
improve our personal coherence and 
become healthier, stronger, more 
compassionate human beings with 
more connection to each other and 
to our spiritual higher power. We no 
longer have to accept where we are in 
life as inevitable or permanent. We can 
make a difference in our own resonance 
if we make the choice, and by shifting 
our own resonance to a higher state of 
awareness and personal coherence, we 
affect everyone around us. This will 
be discussed in the next Journal when 
we address the topic of relationship 
coherence.

Talon VanHowten
Surreal Artist 

Paintings, Prints and Cards

505-988-2627 
www.talonvanhowten.com 

Advertise A Class, Your Practice,  
A Conference, A Gathering,  

A Relevant Product
 

$35 for business card
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Our Brand Mark: Vigilance Pays
by Gail Glanville for the Resonance RepatterningTM Institute

Not long ago, our clever HRA ad-
ministrator, Josephine Rovari, was 

surfing the web and happened upon an 
eBay listing for Holographic Repattern-
ing® tuning forks sold by www.online-
sciencemall.com. Imagine her surprise 
to find that the listing was not for our 
stainless steel tuning forks, nor was the 
offering by anyone who had ever studied 
the Holographic Repatterning system. 
Some of the copy describing the Chakra 
forks, Sharps forks, Planetary forks, etc. 
did come from the HRA web site and 
the name Holographic Repatterning was 
used throughout, but incorrectly. The tun-
ing forks were made of aluminum. There 
was no ® registration mark, nor was there 
any link to our organization. 

We did a little investigating. Turns out the 
person and company making the offering 
had never heard of the Holographic Repat-
terning system (they claimed). They as-
serted their right to use the name because 
it was “all over the Internet” and there 
was no trademark attached to it. They saw 
no reason not to use the words, thinking 
they were just a generic descriptive. 

For those of us who have been involved 
in establishing and protecting our trade-
marks, this kind of situation triggers our 
worst nightmares because it completely 
undermines the value of our brand. As 
we are required to do, we immediately 
sent the company a request to cease us-
ing our name, accompanied by our Trade-
mark registration documents from the 
US Trademark and Patent Office which 
showed that our registration, initially 
filed in 1993 and renewed in 2003, gave 
Chloe Faith Wordsworth exclusive rights 
to the Brand Mark: “Holographic Repat-
terning” and its logo.

• Only our Certified Practitioners who 
have signed the Trademark Licensing 
Agreement have the right to use 
the trademarked name in business, 

under license from the Brand Mark 
owner, Chloe Faith Wordsworth.

We will continue to monitor this site 
and others to see that our Brand Mark is 
not being usurped by well-meaning but  
unlicensed users.

Your Role

This is a great example of why every 
member of the Holographic Repattern-
ing® and Resonance Repatterning™ 
community must be vigilant in our cor-
rect use of the name and logo. If we do 
not place the ® and ™ symbols after the 
names, people think they are public do-
main property, rather than a Brand Mark 
that represents our unique stock in trade. 

Since we know that 95% of our clients 
feel “better to a lot better” as a result of 
a Resonance Repatterning/Holograph-
ic Repatterning session with a certified 
practitioner, then we also know that we 
have something of real and significant 
value to protect.

Here is everything you must know now 
about how to protect our Brand Marks. 
Please read the requirements carefully, 
and make every effort to bring your 
own materials into compliance. It might 
seem like a nuisance, but it is in reality 
vitally important to every member of our 
community around the world…lest we 
become just another commodity sold at 
discount on eBay!

The following information is also posted 
at the Resonance Repatterning web site, 
available once you have created an ac-
count and logged in. We’ll continue to 
keep you updated on proper use of the 
name and logo. 

For Teachers, Certified  
Practitioners and Coordinators: 

How to use our Brand Marks

Our unique Brand Mark of energy health 
care is represented by the Resonance Re-
patterning™ and the Holographic Repat-
terning® names and logos. This is what 
we all use to market and promote our 
products and programs. 

To increase client awareness of the 

Resonance Repatterning/Holographic 
Repatterning Brand Marks requires 
absolutely consistent presentation, us-
age and correct language, in all media  
applications, advertisements and promo-
tional materials.

To use the Resonance Repatterning and/
or Holographic Repatterning name and 
logo in any of your materials, as a Certi-
fied Practitioner or Teacher, you must:

Sign the Trademark Licensing 
Agreement. 

This license allows you to use Chloe 
Faith Wordsworth’s intellectual property 
in commerce, and to promote yourself as 
a Resonance Repatterning trained practi-
tioner. 

If you have not signed this document 
(which requires that you be an up-to-date 
member of the Holographic Repatterning 
Association), you may not use the logo 
in any of your promotional materials, on 
your business cards, signs, newsletters, 
mailing materials or web site.

The Resonance Repatterning™ and Ho-
lographic Repatterning® names must in-
clude the ™ and ® mark—in headlines 
and in the first use in text. This is an ab-
solute requirement. 

Consistent reproduction of the 
Brand Mark is vital for establishing our 
name recognition and protecting our 
trademarked product. You must use the 
entire Brand Mark, not a portion of 
it. Nor may the logo mark be used as a 
decorative or background watermark in 
any materials.

When used in a field with other brands, 
the Resonance Repatterning/Holograph-
ic Repatterning Brand Mark must appear 
prominently and consistently, and at a 
size, color and frequency parity with all 
other brands. 

Reproducible versions of the logos in a 



number of sizes are available from www.
ResonanceRepatterning.net in the Practi-
tioners’ area. Click on Logo Sheet, you’ll 
be asked for the password you received 
in the mail along with your Trademark 
Licensing Agreement. 

The two-color logo for the Resonance 
Repatterning system must be printed us-
ing the following printing (PMS) color 
inks:

• Teal: 100% Pantone 3145 CDC  
• Blue: 100% Pantone 280 CDC 

The Holographic Repatterning system 
logo does not carry a color requirement al-
though it is customarily printed in purple.

Consistent language protects our Brand 
Mark. 

• At the bottom of your web site, fly-
ers, brochures, posters and other 
printed materials, you must say: 
“The Resonance Repatterning™ and 
Holographic Repatterning® name 
and logo are used with permission of 
Chloe Faith Wordsworth.” This may 
be in small type.

• Everyone benefits when you use the 
name in a certain way. Remember 
that “Resonance Repatterning” and 
“Holographic Repatterning” are 
trademarks rather than words that 
describe our process.  You cannot 
trademark a descriptive so we refrain 
from using the words as nouns. 

• Examples. To protect the trademark 
you have worked so hard to earn: 
You must say “The Holographic 
Repatterning system makes the un-
known known…” rather than “Ho-
lographic Repatterning makes the 
unknown known.” 

You need to say “Resonance Repat-
terning sessions help to balance your 
energy field” rather than “Resonance 
Repatterning helps to balance your 
energy field.”  

Rather than writing: “HR is the great-
est thing that’s ever happened to me”, 
you must write: “My Holographic 
Repatterning® self-sessions are the 
greatest things that have ever hap-
pened to me.”  Thank you for using 
the full name, not the abbreviated ini-
tials that we have (incorrectly) fallen 
into the habit of using.

Somewhere at the bottom of your text, 
you might also want to write: “The Res-
onance Repatterning™ system is also 
known as the Holographic Repatterning® 
system.” Or vice versa. 

This may seem like a subtle difference, 
but it makes all the difference in the eyes 
of trademark officials. This consistent 
standard increases the value of the Brand 
Marks for everyone who uses them.

Once you have signed the Trademark 
Licensing Agreement, you become 
a Licensed Resonance Repatterning 
Practitioner (LRRP) and/or a Licensed 
Holographic Repatterning Practitioner 
(LHRP).  This does not mean you are li-
censed by your state;  it does mean you 
are licensed to conduct business using 
the name, logo and all the material in 
the seminar manuals. 

For Students: Using the Brand 
Mark and Name.

If you want to use the Resonance Repat-
terning™ and/or Holographic Repattern-
ing® name and logo in any of your mate-
rials, and you are a student, you may:

• Use the name only, not the circular 
logo or the name attached to the cir-
cular logo. 

• The name must include the ™ and ® 
marks as indicated above. 

• You must include these marks when 
the names are used in a headline and 
in the first use in text. 

• You may not say that you are a prac-
titioner, but you can say that you are 
studying, or have studied, the Reso-
nance Repatterning or Holographic 
Repatterning system. 

• Once you have declared your can-
didacy for the certification process, 
you may say that you are a “Stu-
dent-Practitioner” of the Resonance 
Repatterning or Holographic Re-
patterning system. You can use the 
name as above, but not the logo or 
the name attached to the logo.

• Once you are certified and have 
signed the Trademark Licensing 
Agreement, you may use the full 
name and logo as a Licensed and 
Certified Practitioner.

Consistent language protects our Brand 

Mark. We’ll repeat this for students to 
make sure the language requirements for 
the Resonance Repatterning/Holographic 
Repatterning names are crystal clear.

• At the bottom of your web site, fly-
ers, brochures, posters and other 
printed materials, you must say: 
“The Resonance Repatterning™ and  
Holographic Repatterning® name 
and logo are used with permission 
of Chloe Faith Wordsworth.” This 
may be in small type.

• You must use the name in a certain 
way. Remember that “Resonance 
Repatterning” and “Holographic 
Repatterning” are trademarks rather 
than words that describe our process.  
You cannot trademark a descriptive. 

• Examples. To use the Mark cor-
rectly:

You must say “the Holographic 
Repatterning system makes the 
unknown  known…” rather than 
“Holographic Repatterning makes 
the unknown known.” 

You can say Resonance Repattern-
ing sessions help to balance your en-
ergy field.”  rather than Resonance 
Repatterning helps to balance your 
energy field.”  

Rather than writing: “HR is the 
greatest thing that’s ever happened 
to me”, you must write: “Learning 
the Holographic Repatterning® sys-
tem is the greatest thing that’s ever 
happened to me.” Thank you for us-
ing the full name, not the abbrevi-
ated initials.

International Students and  
Practitioners

If you are a member of the US Associa-
tion, your certification is granted by the 
US entity, who sends you the Agreement 
to sign. The Trademark Licensing Agree-
ment has been translated into Spanish 
so those who sign that agreement are li-
censed to use the logo and the Spanish 
language version of the material. The 
logo remains the same worldwide, and 
the requirements outlined above remain 
the same.

The Institute’s Role

To protect and promote our Brands, the 
(continued on page 12)
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PRACTICAL ADVICE 
is a regularly appearing 
column in the HRA 
Journal. Written by 
Elizabeth Tobin, JD; 
Certified Holographic 
Repatterning® 
Practitioner, each issue 
will focus on readers’ 

questions relating to establishing a thriving 
Holographic Repatterning practice. If you 
have a question that you would like to see 
answered in the HRA Journal you can email 
Elizabeth at et@megaHRgroups.com. 

Q: I am a Certified Holographic 
Repatterning Practitioner and I also 
do energy readings. I am ready to “let 
my light shine” and tell people about 
my work. I live in a rural area so there 
are not many places for me to do 
demonstrations without having to drive 
a long distance. How can I let people 
know about my services? 

A: We are lucky that as Holographic 
Repatterning practitioners our work knows 
no limits in time and space. We do not have 
to confine our work to what we can do in 
person, within our immediate geographic 
location. With today’s technology we can 
reach many people who live anywhere in 
the world. I suggest that you consider doing 
phone demonstrations. (There are many 
companies that offer teleconferencing 
services. Some are free and some charge 
a fee.) This way you do not have to travel 
long distances and you can reach people 
from potentially any location.

You can do a demonstration of your energy 
readings and Holographic Repatterning 
on the same call. This will give people an 
experience of how your two services work 
together as a powerful combination that can 
support them in their journey of healing 
and transformation. On the call, you can 
start with something from the Holographic 
Repatterning process, perhaps an intention 
from Orientation to set the energy for the 
call to enhance connection, communication 
and understanding of your work. This will 
also give everyone on the call an opportunity 
to experience Holographic Repatterning. 
Then ask for a volunteer and give them an 
abbreviated energy reading, perhaps twenty 
minutes or so.

Then facilitate an abbreviated Holographic 

Repatterning session around an issue 
identified in the reading. You can set the 
intention to start with a problem, go into an 
earlier experience or a limiting belief and 
then perhaps do an Energy Constriction 
Release. Leave time at the end for questions 
and answers. Give people your email 
address and phone number so they can 
contact you if they have any questions that 
come up after the call. Let them know you 
are available for private sessions. You can 
offer a special rate for anyone who books a 
session with you that week.

Do sessions for yourself around having 
a volunteer who is easy for you to work 
with, whose issues will be most relevant 
to the group on the call, whose session will 
most demonstrate the power of your work, 
whose problem and earlier experience have 
a clear relationship so the callers can see 
the connection, etc. Do a session around 
how you would like the call to go, what 
qualities you would like to exhibit as a 
practitioner, and the response you would 
like from your audience. I would also do a 
session around being able to hold the space 
for all of the callers and being able to work 
with whatever comes up on the call within 
the allotted timeframe. 

If you’re uncertain about how this will all 
work together, ask a group of your friends 
and/or clients to do some practice calls 
with you. Choose people whose opinion 
you trust, that are likely to give you honest 
feedback. When you invite, them let them 
know that this is for your learning and make 
it clear that you expect their constructive 
feedback. 

One way to get familiar with leading a 
teleconference is to join in others’ calls. 
People do teleconferences on all kinds of 
subjects. The HRA offers teleconferences. 
Join in as a participant and notice how the 
moderator handles the call. What do you 
like about their style, what would you do 
differently? How can you incorporate this 
into your calls?

My best advice to you is please do not 
wait until you feel absolutely comfortable 
before scheduling your real calls. Your 
comfort level will increase the more you 
actually do the calls. And remember it’s 
not about perfection, it’s about progress. 
As you do these calls you can experiment 
with different formats. Notice what seems 
to work and what doesn’t. Notice what gets 

a response from folks and what leaves them 
flat.

Now for getting people to the call. Send out 
an email invitation to your entire mailing 
list. Include in the invitation a request 
that people invite others to the call. Ask 
your clients to invite people who may be 
interested in your work. Schedule a few 
calls over the course of a few weeks. You 
could start with a call a week or a call every 
two weeks. This will get you committed to 
doing the calls and give the word of mouth 
advertising a chance to spread. If you have 
a regular schedule of calls you can place an 
ad in a holistic magazine.

Put up a registration form on your website 
where people can enter their email 
addresses. This way you’ll have an idea 
of how many people to expect and you’ll 
have their email addresses to contact 
them again. And of course invite them to 
your subsequent calls. If you don’t have a 
website, ask people to RSVP by replying to 
your email invitation.

Don’t be discouraged if your efforts do 
not appear to bear fruit right away. You are 
planting seeds, gaining valuable experience, 
gaining valuable exposure, growing your 
mailing list and most importantly, giving 
people an opportunity to experience life-
enhancing healing. 
Elizabeth Tobin, JD is a Certified 
Holographic Repatterning Practitioner 
who earns her livelihood through her 
full-time HR practice. Geographically 
based in Boston, MA, Elizabeth serves an 
international clientele. 
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Coahuila
Carmen Juarez     +52-87�-732-3�-39 Torreon
 Barraza

Estado de Mexico 
Martha Casis +52-55-5808-03-77 Naucalpan 
 Pasquel 
Mariandrea  +52-555-295-38-94 Mexico   
 Corcuera Padilla   
Patricia Dueñas de +52-555-393-4333 Naucalpan
 Trueba
Esmerelda Garcia    +52-555-308-4573 Naucalpan
 Guerrero

Jalapa
Emma Reyes Rosas +52-228-8�4-65-60 Veracruz 

Jalisco
Maria Teresa Barba  +52-333-633-90-44 Guadalajara
Evangelina  +52-333-6�5-5207  Guadalajara  
 Gónzalez Gómez
Ana Mancera +52-333-642-9225 Guadalajara
 Artacho
Diarmuid Milligan +52-33-3�5�-0887 Chapalita
Rita Orozco  +52-333-6�5-8864  Guadalajara  
 Rodriguez
Martha Taylor de +52-333-684-3329 Zapora
 Zorilla
Laura Ines Taylor +52-333-6�5-49-58 Guadalajara
 Preciado

Mexico D.F.
Hebe Aloi Sciaini +52-555-2�2-00-57 Mexico City
Lilian Altamirano    +52-555-548-06-39 Mexico City      
Christina Berton +52-55-5202-07�8 Mexico
Gladys Brawer +52-555-29�-89-97 Mexico City 
Rosa Marie Burgete +52-55-5604-5525 Mexico
 Santaella
Huberta Burkart      +52-555-593-88-83 Mexico City      
Beatriz De Avila       +52-555-604-55-25 Mexico City
Milly Diericx +52-555-292-03-66 Mexico City
Marcela De  +52-555-635-2347  Mexico   
 Guadarrama
Edith Del Rio  +52-555-677-7494  Mexico   
 Robleda
Patricia Duenas +52-555-393-4333 Mexico  
 de Trueba
Ciggie Fernandez  +52-555-�05-4007 Huixquilucan
 Braniff
Zoila Mejia  +52-555-277-7�-53 Mexico City
 Gamboa
Herminia  +52-555-254-67-69 Mexico City 
 Grootenboer
Isabel Magaña  +52-555292�907  Mexico 
 Torres
Claudia Millan  +52-555-28�-27-70  Mexico City
Mar Ruiz Ortega      +52-555-589-��-95 Mexico City     
Nuria Pie Contijoch  +52-555-683-44-2� Mexico City
Silvia Puente +52-555-529-4�-74 Mexico City 

Yuriria Robles  +52-555-668-�0-35 Mexico City 
 de Miranda
Ester Rocha Diaz +52-555-568-4403 Mexico
Mar Ruiz Ortega +52-555-589-��96 Mexico
Marisela Sanchez     +52-555-33-79-80   Mexico City
 Pardo
Judith Urbina- +52-555-703-29-03 Mexico City
 Rojas•

Morelos
Alicia Balderrama +57-777-326-03-78 Cuernavaca
 Castillo
Carin Block Bucher• +52-777-3��-24-96  Cuernavaca
Karine Bourcart• +52-739-395-07-73  Tepoztlan
Brigitte Bret Perivet +52-777-36�-9�-69 Cuernavaca 
Patzia Gally +52-7773-�7-45-73 Cuernavaca
Margara Graf           +52-739-395-00-77 Tepoztlan
 Ibarguengoitia
Laura Larios           +52-777-32�-90-66 Cuernavaca 
Lourdes Fernandez  +52-777-3�6-9�-68 Cuernavaca
  Palazuelos•

Cruz Martinez
 Valencia +52-555-3��-5235� Cuernavaca
Martha Pasquel       +52-777-322-50-37  Cuernavaca
Leopoldina Rendon  +52-777-3�8-82-58 Cuernavaca 
 Pineda
Anne Signoret  +52-777-326-23-50 Cuernavaca
Ma. Teresa Trouyet 0�73-�3-�3-3� Cuernavaca 
 de Diericx

Queretaro
Maite Herrera- +52-442 2�70 84� Mexico  
 Lasso
Rocio Villafana    +52-442-223-52-92 Queretaro
 Moran
 
Veracruz
Maria del Rosario  +52-222-8�7-59-75  Xalapa
 Azpiri Avendaño
Genoveva Flores     +52-228-8�8-46-84 Xalapa
Gustavo Nachon  +52-228-8�2-84-2�  Xalapa 
Polonyi
Teresa Paredes +52-228-8�4-8�-49 Xalapa 
 Rosete
Citlali Penafiel +52-228-8�7-48-26  Xalapa

NEW ZEALAND  

Marilyn Coombs +64-6-870-9455 Hawkes Bay
Chriselda McMillan  +64-4-569-90�9 Lower Hutt
Ana Raunigg +64-3-525-75�7 Golden Bay         

SOUTH AFRICA  

SA HR Association +27-��-782-3080  

Cape Town
Karen Levin-Wilson +27-82-2�6-3837 Cape Town
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East London 
Kim Hucker +27-43-735-4266 Stirling
Hilary Thacker  +27-43-735-2770  Nahoon
 Johannesburg 
Gary Allen +27-82-455-8�80  Greenside
Nicky Benson +27-��-880-3688 Rosebank
Dawn Blankenfield +27-��-786-9834 Highlands N.
Nina Frank +27-��-648-4032 Bellevue
Michael Gunko•❖ +27-82-774-8388 Hyde Park
Natascha Heine +27-��-476-7977 Cresta 
Hymie Hirschowitz +27-��-884-80�8  Sandton
Niki Kritsos•❖ +27-��-485-2667 Bagleyston 
Lana Tracy Lewis +27-82- 65�-5368 Atholl 
Christine McNair +27-��-788-4353 Parkhurst
Grant Sheer +27-72-2�0-2�45 Gresswold
Cheri Stewardson +27-��-453-3888 Edenvale 
Clarissa Tunstall +27-��-787-9936 Randburg

KwaZulu-Natal
Mala Naidoo +27-83-780-�437 Pieter-
   maritzburg
Port Elizabeth
Jean Campbell +27-4�-484-540� Mt. Croix

 SPAIN  

Marie Jeanne  +34-93-684-8�-�7 Barcelona
 Childers
Didac Mancera +34-6�0-52-07-42 Barcelona
 Artacho
Fatima Matos +34-93-458-78-66 Barcelona
 Moreira
Olga Sacristan +34-983-23�-96� Valladolid
Elissa Akka Sanchez +34-9�-30�-50-92 Madrid
Rosario Velasco +34-983-473-232 Valladolid
 Riesgo
Jeanne Wareing +34-635-785-�06 Malaga

U. K.-ENGLAND  

Josie Airns +44-�626-77446� Devon
Rachel Blackwell +44-�647-27723� Devon
Marina Duskov +44-�344-762�8�    Berkshire
Christina Edlund- +44-�803-862803  Totnes/Devon
 Plater
Jacqueline Finn +44-776-586-3309 London/ 
   Herts
Barbara A. King• +44-7968-754242 Solihull, 
   W-Midlands
Joelle Mann +44-�865-5�-��-05 London/  
   Oxford
Katheryn Nicholls +44-�647-440583 Devon
Jeanne Wareing +44-7967-2�2-444 Lancashire

 

U. K.-IRELAND  

Kathleen Weir- +353 �28 2�8 43  Co Wicklow
 Halpin

U. K.-SCOTLAND  

Sarah Gibbons +44-�3�4-663-�95 Edinburgh
Joanna Harris +44-�309-690-655 Findhorn 
Joanna Legard +44-�463-236-498 Iverness
Joanna Legard +44-�309-69�-793 Findhorn
Helen Nicoll•❖ +44-�505-842-273 Renfrewshire
Lorna Normand +44-�309-676-6�5 Moray
Susie Seed +44-�644-460-257 Castle  
   Douglas 
Catherine Vardi +44-�738-840004 Perthshire

U.K.-WALES  

Rainbow +44-�650-5��9�8 Powys

H R  P R A C T I T I O N E R S

Contact Us

Virtual Assistant  
Joesphine Rovari

1-800-685-2811

www.Holographic.org

Contact Us page to subscribe to email 

Member Services page to access all other 
HRA web site pages.

At the HRA Web Store...
Membership Application and Renewals

Certification Registration

Print Ads for the HRA Journal

Product Listings

Visit 

www.Holographic.org/store.html
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This information was current as of press time. Please check with the local organizer before making travel arrangements.  
For most recent updated information visit the HR website at www.holographic.org

Dates: Teacher: Location: Coordinator: Phone:

EMPOWERING YOURSELF WITH HR
9/�5/06 - 9/�5/06 Sylvi Austin, TX Sylvi Salinas 5�2-389-3990
9/�5/06 - 9/�5/06 Kaye Boulder, CO Kaye Zeiger 303-5�6-9676
�0/20/06 - �0/20/06 Lourdes Cuernavaca, MX Brigitte Bret 0��-52-777-3�69�68/69

FUNDAMENTALS OF HR
9/�6/06 - 9/�7/06 Sylvi Austin, TX Sylvi Salinas 5�2-389-3990
9/�6/06 - 9/�7/06 Kaye Boulder, CO Kaye Zeiger 303-5�6-9676
�0/2�/06 - �0/22/06 Lourdes Cuernavaca, MX Brigitte Bret 0��-52-777-3�69�68/69

TRANSFORMING PRIMARY PATTERNS
9/22/06 - 9/23/06 Sylvi Austin, TX Sylvi Salinas 5�2-389-3990
��/24/06 - ��/25/06 Lourdes Cuernavaca, MX Brigitte Bret 0��-52-777-3�69�68/69

TRANSFORMING UNCONSCIOUS PATTERNS
9/09/06 - 9/�0/06 Lourdes Cuernavaca, MX Brigitte Bret 0��-52-777-3�69�-68/69
�2/�5/06 - �2/�6/06 Lourdes Cuernavaca, MX Brigitte Bret 0��-52-777-3�69�-68/69

TRANSFORMING CHAKRA PATTERNS
9/�5/06 - 9/�7/06 Karine Jalapa, Ver., MX Rosario Azpiri 0��-52-0�228-8�7-5975
9/�6/06 - 9/�7/06 Ardis Las Vegas, NV Laurei Southam 702-6�6-�763
�0/06/06 - �0/07/06 Lourdes Guadalajara, MX Ma. Teresa Barba 0��-52-33-3633-9044
�0/�4/06 - �0/�5/06 Lourdes Cuernavaca, MX Brigitte Bret 0��-52-777-3�69�68/69
�2/08/06 - �2/09/06 Michelle Goshen, NY Michelle 845-434-7467

 
TRANSFORMING MERIDIAN PATTERNS

�0/06/06 - �0/08/06 Karine Mexico, D. F. Judith Urbina 0��-52-55-5703-2903
�0/�3/06 - �0/�5/06 Karine Mexico, D. F. Judith Urbina 0��-52-55-5703-2903
�0/2�/06 - �0/22/06 Ardis Las Vegas, NV Laurei Southam 702-6�6-�763
��/24/06 - ��/26/06 Karine Jalapa, Ver., MX Rosario Azpiri 0��-52-0�228-8�7-5975
�2/09/06 - �2/�0/06 Chloe Goshen, NY Michelle 845-434-7467
�2/�0/06 - �2/��/06 Chloe Goshen, NY Michelle 845-434-7467

         
PRINCIPLES OF RELATIONSHIP

��/�0/06 - ��/�2/06 Chloe Scottsdale, AZ Ardis Ozborn 480-48�-9023 

A NEW VISION
9/0�/06 - 9/03/06 Ardis Cuernavaca, MX Lourdes 0��-52-777-3�6-9�68
9/08/06 - 9/�0/06 Ardis Scottsdale, AZ Ardis Ozborn 480-48�-9023
��/03/06 - ��/05/06 Ardis Overland Park, KS Teri Bybee 9�3-2�9-6788
��/24/06 - ��/26/06 Chloe Mexico, D. F. Judith Urbina 0��-52-55-5703-2903
 

H R  S E m I N A R S
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Attention HR Certification Students 
Join A New  HR Teleconference Study Group 

with Victoria Benoit
9 Weekly 2 hour sessions 

Next class series: September 20–November �5  

 http://www.lighttravels.com/telestudygroup/

 For More Information call Carolyn Winter

416.410.2349

ENERGETICS OF RELATIONSHIP
�0/27/06 - �0/29/06 Chloe Bellingham, WA Jennifer 360-384-�4�5
�2/0�/06 - �2/03/06 Chloe Cuernavaca, MX Lourdes 0��-52-777-3�6-9�68

ADVANCED MERIDIAN SEMINAR   
9/0�/06 - 9/03/06 Chloe England/  Sarah Gibbons josieairns@aol.com
   Part 2, 3 days
9/08/06 - 9/�0/06 Chloe Spain/ Olga Sacristan 0��-34-983-23�-96�
   Part 2, 3 days
�0/05/06 - �0/��/06 Chloe Scottsdale, AZ/ Ardis Ozborn 480-48�-9023
     �&2, Sun.free

HOLDING THE HEALING SPACE  
�0/27/06 - �0/29/06 Shady Mexico, D. F. Judith Urbina 0��-52-55-5703-2903
��/03/06 - ��/05/06 Shady Cuernavaca, MX Lourdes 0��-52-777-3�69�68/69

SKILLS DEVELOPMENT  
�0/25/06 - �0/25/06 Chloe Bellingham, WA Jennifer 360-384-�4�5

HEALING THE FAMILY SYSTEM
9/22/06 - 9/24/06 Carin Mexico, D. F. Judith Urbina 0��-52-55-5703-2903
�0/�3/06 - �0/�5/06 Carin Toronto, ON Carolyn Winter �-4�6-4�0-2349

INTENSIVES
9/�5/06 - 9/�7/06 Sylvi Austin, TX/  Sylvi Salinas 5�2-389-3990 
   Emp, Fundas 
9/�5/06 - 9/7/06 Kaye Boulder, CO Kaye Zeiger 303-5�6-9676
   Emp, Fundas 
�0/20/06 - �0/22/06 Lourdes Cuernavaca, MX/ Brigitte Bret 0��-52-7773�69�68/69 
   Emp, Fundas
�2/08/06 - �2/��/06 Michelle/   Goshen, NY/ Michelle 845-434-7467
 Chloe Chakra, Meridians

H R  S E m I N A R S
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Holographic.org
We started out in 1998 up to 2004 
with only one main website for the 
Holographic Repatterning® Association 

under the domain name Holographic.org. 
At the time, this site included information 
for Holographic Repatterning members, 
students and the public. It was a main 
source of information about current class 
offerings and available teachers. 

JUMP   

In 2004, with Chloe Wordsworth’s 
announcement of the transition process 
we implemented a password protected 
web site called JUMP, where the HRA 
posted information pertinent to members 
and the transition process. The JUMP 
site content is currently being transferred 
over to the new HRAMembers.org site. 

The classes which are listed at the main 
Holographic.org site, were to move to a 
private site operated by Chloe Wordsworth 
or the Resonance Repatterning Institute.  
This was to distinguish Chloe’s business 
of teaching HR as separate from the 
business of practitioners offering 
sessions. Now that Chloe’s new website 
is in place, the classes will stop being 
listed at the HRA website.

IDeclare-HR.org 

In the early stages of the transition pro-
gram, our certification process came 
under review and several recommenda-
tions were made to help the Holographic 
Repatterning Association support par-
ticipants in the certification process. A 
content managed website was donated by 
Eric Kulaas for this purpose and in Au-
gust 2005, we launched the private web-
site (meaning for certification program 
participants and teachers only) called 
IDeclare-HR.org. This site lists 180 Lev-
el 1 and Student practitioners, as well as 
committee members and teachers belong-
ing to it. The site gives members an op-
portunity to locate peer practitioners for 
exchanges, a calendar of current events 
supporting the certification process, pe-
riodic newsletter, the manual,  and a chat 

forum. It is accessed with a username and 
password. 

WorldPeaceHologram
This website is our collective offering to 
the public. This current site was donated 
to the HRA by web designer and media 
specialist Tony Saad. It is also a content- 
managed website, where the public may 
join a regular weekly group proxy session 
for peace by creating an account. Once a 
participant registers with an account, they 
may make submissions for the weekly 
repatterning, view notes and upcoming 
sessions on the events calendar and leave 
greetings at the forum area. Another 
private area of the website gives volunteer 
practitioners access to the submissions for 
use in the session, as well as instructions. 
Each volunteer is featured on a bio page.  
Yvonne Brown currently co-ordinates the 
practitioners and Vivienne Turkington 
puts out a monthly emailed newsletter 
to the participants reminding them of the 
session and to make new submissions. 
The program helps the public to discover 
the process and the value of having 
sessions and finding out more about 
Resonance RepatterningTM.

ResonanceRepatterning.net
The most recently launched website is 
Chloe’s new institute website. On this site 
teachers list their seminars and students 
register for their seminars.

The site requests that you sign up by 
creating your own enrollment account, 
and then it will track your seminar 
history, send you emails and provide 
your necessary session documents like 
the “Client Rights” form. It’s also a great 
place to send your clients and potential 
clients who want to know more about 
Resonance Repatterning. You can read 
and add success stories to the “Results” 
section. You can read and submit 
questions about your seminar and training 
experiences to the FAQ’s section, and 
you can give personal feedback via the 
“Feedback” section. You can also order 
all your books and supplies from this site, 

which will soon link directly to the new 
Resonance eStore.

HRAMembers.org
The website you are currently visiting was 
launched on May 18th and is the HRA’s 
first official upgrade to improved web- 
based services. This site was established 
to provide a place for members to sign 
their license agreement online, and access 
membership benefits such as the Journal.   
In the coming months we will transfer 
over all member related content from the 
Holographic.org site and the JUMP site so 
that members can access this information 
in one place. We also plan to re-design 
the holographic.org site to attract web 
visitors new to holographic/resonance 
repatterning method and to educate them 
on the value of having a session with a 
qualified practitioner.
  

Username/Password Organizer 
So that is the brief history of our HR 
Community website evolution! To help 
you keep your personal participation in 
all of these sites we have a handy PDF 
download (coming soon!)  where you 
may record your various usernames and 
passwords. Enjoy! 

Background to the Family of Holographic Repatterning® and 
Resonance RepatterningTM Websites

Branding Your Business Identity:

•Logos/Business Cards

•Brochures

•Advertising

•Web Site Design

•Flash Animation

•PowerPoint Presentations

310-376-3840

www.purplefishmedia.com

email:info@purplefishmedia.com
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It has been my privilege to be the facilitator of the first of many TeleStudy Groups specifically designed for IDeclare student 
practitioners to move forward in their certification process. Carolyn Winter in Toronto, Canada developed the website and made 

available a tape of each class so that if someone needed to miss a class, it would all be on tape!!!! What a concept!!! It’s been 
fabulous!!!
Our goal is to facilitate learning and provide support in any way 
we can to help the students achieve the goal of mastery as a 
certified HR practitioner. 

This virtual classroom consists of a series of weekly structured 
HR teleconferences that provide an in-depth review of the HR 
process, going over key components of the Mandala and selected 
repatternings. Participants will be polled at the start of the series 
for repatternings of most interest to them. There is also a place 
on the website to ask questions and to give feedback.

Here’s a sample of the schedule:

Sept 20  Orientation - Diffusion 

Sept 27  Energy Constriction Release

Oct 4  Intention for New Possibilities - Fusion 

Oct ��  Earlier Experience Repatterning 

Oct �8  Group Repatterning for Participants

Oct 25  Integration for Growth Repatterning and 
  Parental Repatterning

Nov �  Negative Thoughts Repatterning and 
  Disrupted Energy Repatterning  

Nov 8  Problems Into Opportunities,  
  Positive Actions and Sound Frequency  
  Repatterning 

Nov �5  Decision Making Repatterning and  
  Compensation Repatterning

The TeleStudy group weekly session is structured with 
attendance, demonstration, explanations, and participant 
interaction. We respond to questions, as well as covering a 
basic course outline muscle checked each week for the optimal 
functioning of the group and to meet everyone’s needs. 

One of the best ways to integrate your HR skills is to do sessions 
with other student practitioners. Throughout the series we 
provide opportunities to complete at least 5 of your required 
exchanges. By the end of this program you will have also 
completed a session on yourself for all the basic repatternings. 

Be sure you keep yourself updated with all the activities to 
support you in your process. Let us know what you need. 
All the Designated Observers post their opportunities at 
the IDeclare site. If you retake a class, be sure you call the 
Organizer or Teacher and request a Tutorial Day before or 
after the class. June 2007 is right around the corner and I’d 
like to see all of you fulfill your requirements to be Certified 
Practitioners! The more the merrier!!!

IDeclare News: Report on the TeleStudy Group
by Victoria Benoit, M.C., Designated Observer and Teacher

Testimonials:

“I finally got the essence of the Energy Constriction Release and 
the feeling behind it.  Now when I do an ECR, I can go so much 
deeper with the client because I know what the real purpose of 
the ECR is, it’s not just words on paper anymore.”

“The telestudy classes have been extremely helpful. Before 
I started them I was not on track at all for being certified 
and lacked confidence about moving through the process 
even though I had done most of the repatternings on myself 
and had a good portion of the required sessions done for 
myself and others. Feeling the genuine concern that Victoria 
and Carolyn have about helping us master our skills as 
practitioners has been very reassuring. Finding out that they 
also felt the same way as new practitioners and yet now have 
such competence, instills in me a sense that I can acheive it 
also. Having weekly classes keeps me on schedule and more 
focused about my intention to be certified. By taking this 
class I feel my progress has actually sped up. It is such a gift 
to be able to quickly get answers to the many questions that 
have come up as I’ve been learning these repatternings.”  

“I’ve learned so much about how to give phone sessions.  I 
learned how important it is to set the stage with the client 
and to request that the client tell you ongoingly during the 
session what is happening with them physically, emotionally 
and mentally.”

“I finally got the essence of the Energy Constriction Release 
and the feeling behind it.  Now when I do an ECR, I can go 
so much deeper with the client because I know what the real 
purpose of the ECR is, it’s not just words on paper anymore.” 
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I have always 
been driven to 
action: Action as 
play and enter-
tainment; Action 
as learning; Ac-
tion as commit-
ment and duty. 

Yet, the greatest reason for action in 
my life has been using action to break 
through the energy of fear and ‘imag-
ined’ limitation.
The personal freedom gained after this 
type of action is indescribable and wor-
thy of being shared with others.
In the process towards positive change, 
a Positive Action may be given to a cli-
ent to support the positive shifts received 
from a session. This action is a step they 
need to take, on their own, after the ses-
sion is completed. 
Positive Actions have a very practical 
level—nothing mysterious. 
It is my experience that most of the 
time, we do not shift, change, grow or 
move past our limitations by just think-
ing about our issues, discussing them or 
sharing them with others, even counsel-
ors. This is often because in the process 
of going to these places or issues, we 
make these issues so important that we 
have difficulty letting them go. It is diffi-
cult to move forward if we are constantly 
looking back.
What I find useful and have seen this 
demonstrated time and again, is the 
power of action, of effort, of doing work. 
When a person takes even a small step 
beyond their limiting belief, for exam-
ple, they begin to destroy that limita-

By Susana Sorí, Certified Practitioner, Miami, FL

tion. It is by doing the action, taking the 
step, expressing the intention and taking 
one’s power by one’s own will that one 
achieves this. This is not magic. This is 
not trying to alter destiny by snapping 
one’s fingers. It is not about expectations. 
What it IS, is allowing one’s self to take a 
step outside of what holds one back. The 
result is transformation, a new freedom, 
a new choice. This transformation is ac-
complished through ‘effort and intention’ 
coming together in action. This is what 
“positive action” is about. It is my expe-
rience, and that of my clients, that as we 
change, learn, transform, it does affect 
our destiny, even if it is only at the level 
of how we respond to and therefore how 
we experience what happens to us.
When we choose change (by doing the 
positive action), we may be excited. Then, 
as we move towards it, our old patterns, 
limiting beliefs and fears can overwhelm 
us. This is exactly the moment we must 
choose to own our step forward. This is 
the crisis point that we must pass if we 
are willing to step forward into change. 
A Positive Action can overcome the pa-
ralysis that fear brings with it.
Fear chips away your wings. PA will trig-
ger them open for high flying.
Action can be fearful and defensive, or 
faithful and seemingly risky.
In order to act, you must replace fear 
with ‘blind faith’ if need be in order to 
get moving. It’s okay to trick the mind to 
reach a positive end.
Resolve to remain positive and commit-
ted.
Resolve to move into action with courage 
and trust.

The Power of Action
It is difficult to move forward if we are constantly looking back.

Should you choose to do this, I will sup-
port you.
With love and respect,
 Susana

Susana Sorí is a Certified Holographic Re-
patterning® Practitioner, a Mesa-carrying 
Shaman in the Q’ero tradition and a Cer-
tified Meditation and Yoga teacher. In ad-
dition to the HR Association and the HR 
World Peace Project, she is also a member 
of the Society for Shamanic Practitioners 
and is owner of SpiritUnleashed Publica-
tions and Repatterning Associates.  Susana 
is currently engaged in writing two books: 
one on the power of the breath and the other 
on transformation. Visit Susana’s website at:  
www.hrshaman.com

“In my opinion, one session of 
Holographic Repatterning is 
equivalent of one year of psy-
chotherapy.”

—P. G., Psychotherapist

 

“Changes have occurred in my 
clients that nothing could have 
produced except HR.”

—D. R., Chiropractor
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This is where you will come if you want 
to be observed doing any part of the 
Mandala process. 

You may demonstrate how to do modali-
ties, problems into opportunities, particu-
lar repatternings, the Energy Constriction 
Release and Fusion. You observe and give 
and receive feedback from other students 
in a supportive environment. You receive 
teaching input from the teachers present. 
You receive observations and participate 
in practice sessions. You are guaranteed 
personal growth as you integrate per-
sonal, relationship and awareness coher-
ence. When you successfully demonstrate 
aspects of the Mandala, those items are 
checked off in your book as complete, on 
the spot.

It is recommended that you take these 
seminars after you have completed the 
Five Elements and Meridians seminar, 
and after you have completed a certain 
number of sessions in Phase 2 of the 
Certification process so you can benefit 
both from the feedback you receive and 
the feedback other students in the class 
receive.

If you have completed everything in your 
book except the final observation, let the 
teacher or registrar know and it may be 
possible to arrange for your final observa-
tion while you attend this seminar.

As we were planning the three-day 
Practitioner Supervision Seminars, sev-
eral teachers were simultaneously plan-

ning a seven day retreat in August for 
those who want to pursue certification in a 
glorious Colorado mountain setting. 

Abive are the five Practitioner Supervision 
Seminars now scheduled for you in the 
US. We’re working on scheduling them 
elsewhere.

To register: 

Visit www.ResonanceRepaterning.net, 
see Seminars and Schedules, find the 
listing you want and click to register. 
For the Institute Seminars, you’ll receive 
instructions on how to pay directly at 
the Resonance eStore, by creating your 
own account there and going to Institute 
Events. 

Now that these new seminars are up and 
listed, we also have been looking at how 

to improve our curriculum for 2007. That 
includes making the training content easy 
to track, and also making the “how to” 
learning much more central to our instruc-
tion. Our goal is two-fold: first to allow 
people to proceed through the training at 
a pace that is comfortable for them, and 
second to insure that practitioners have a 
uniformly high level of skill and compe-
tence in any situation once they are certi-
fied and licensed to use the Resonance 
Repatterning/Holographic Repatterning 
materials. 

Stay tuned. In the next issue, we’ll be 
ready to go through the new curriculum 
for 2007 with you in detail. We think it 
meets the requests you have been making 
for several years now…and hope you’ll 
think so too.

August 2�– Denver, CO Victoria Benoit 
September �   Dorinda Hartson
     Shady Sirotkin

October 1�-16 Scottsdale, AZ Institute: Chloe Wordsworth,
     Others as needed

February �-12 Scottsdale, AZ Institute: Ardis Ozborn,
     Others as needed

April 1�-16 Scottsdale, AZ Institute: Dorinda Hartson,
     Others as needed

June 1�-1� Scottsdale, AZ Institute: Victoria Benoit,
     Others as needed

Our Brand Mark  
(continued from page 11)
Institute has several jobs. First, to vigi-
lantly guard against infringement of 
our trademark names as in the example 
above. This applies to people who take 
the name because they like it, just as it 
applies to practitioners or students who 
use the name and logo incorrectly. We 
have not been vigilant in the past, nor 
have we been consistent in our usage. 
The importance of doing so has now  
become abundantly clear so you will hear 
more from us about our Brand Marks, 
our licenses, and how to use them.

The Institute’s second job is to promote 
the brand. The more consistently we 
use it, and the more we increase public 
awareness with our press releases, win-
dow stickers, audio CD’s, support materi-
als for Practitioners, the more valuable it 
becomes. As we grow, our ultimate goal 
is national advertising in selected media. 

Value accrues to those who are consis-
tent: that’s our third job. Emerson wrote 
that “Consistency is the foolish hobgob-
lin of little minds.” For creative projects, 
he’s quite right. But he wasn’t thinking 
about the 21st Century requirements 
for protecting licensing trademarks and 

Notes from the Resonance RepatterningTM Institute  
(continued from page 3)

copyrights once the creative process is 
complete. Now in fact, we need those 
“foolish hobgoblins” to consistently 
strengthen our blueprint trademarks and 
support our effective, compassionate, 
service as licensed Resonance Repat-
terning practitioners.
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know everything about the particle at 
once. We enter a reality that is inferred 
and can never be directly experienced, 
not because of our tools, but because of 
the limits of our perceptions.
The ability to determine what is going 
to happen, to predict, is the cornerstone 
of science. In quantum physics, 
prediction has to be done differently. 
Instead, scientists predict the behavior 
of large groups of particles over many 
transactions because they simply 
cannot apprehend the activity of a 
single particle. They use particle 
accelerators to crash particles into each 
other and, over extensive repetitions, 
draw conclusions. Leon Lederman, 
former director of Fermi Lab, a particle 
accelerator in Batavia, Illinois, tells us 
in his book The God Particle:

What is known about a (particle) 
collision is what goes in and what 
comes out—and how it comes out. 
What happens in that tiny volume 
of the collision? The maddening 
truth is that we can’t see. It’s as 
if a black box covers the collision 
region. The inner mechanistic 
details of the collision are not 
observable—are hardly even 
capable of being imagined—in 
the spooky, shimmering quantum 
world. What we do have is a 
model for the forces at play and, 
where relevant, for the structure 
of the colliding objects. We see 
what goes in and what comes 
out, and we ask if the patterns are 
predictable by our model of what 
is in the box.2 

Quantum Physics is the study of 
subatomic particles and how they 
interact with each other and eventually 
create matter. Once they are in the form 
of matter-like substances, they seem to 
obey a more deterministic set of rules 
—the classic physics of Isaac Newton. 
But prior to that, they are completely 
undetermined and living by rules we 
cannot experience. They operate by 
the rules of what is now called the new 
physics.
What is the “space” in which something 
“exists” that cannot be described in 

terms of the space we know and live 
in? The best word for it is the neutral 
space. Neutral doesn’t mean nothing is 
going on, it means there are no accurate 
preconceived notions about it. We let 
the information emerge and reveal 
itself to us. There is activity, but it 
hasn’t settled into a choice, a direction 
or a commitment and yet it is a space 
free of confusion and more connected 
to the environment than we are in our 
physical form. 
The physicists call this space phase 
space. It is where the possibilities for 
the particle exist in the form of a wave 
of potential. This is the way out of 
the duality trap—which forces us into 
”black and white” views on things. 
This is a space found on the internal 
landscape. It is without position, bias, 
history or particular orientation. It is 
what the cranial sacral practitioner calls 
the still point because it is in between 
the motions of the cranial tides yet it 
is dynamic. It is the space in Jin Shin 
Jyutsu when the pulse under the two 
points being held by the practitioner 
become synchronous. It is the point in 
Resonance Repatterning when we let 
go of resonance with the old pattern 
and are available to shift into a new 
possibility of resonance. 
We know from quantum physics that 
there is a dynamic space beyond the 
space that we move around in and 
within which we have our experiences 
and events. What can we as Resonance 
Repatterning practitioners gain from 
being in this neutral space? The neutral 
space allows us as practitioners of 
any healing art to transcend our own 
limitations (in the form of preconceptions 
and judgments) and access the field of 
information that surrounds any dynamic 
system. With Resonance Repatterning, 
we use muscle checking to verify the 
information that is most relevant to the 
client’s own process from their own 
field of potential.
The physicist, David Bohm, calls it the 
implicate order. I like to refer to it as 
the quantum moment that occurs on the 
internal landscape of each individual. 
The quantum moment is a point 

(figuratively speaking) in space-time 
when infinite possibilities are available 
and the range of motion is unlimited. 
As David Bohm pointed out, order is 
implied. It is not a man-made order, but 
an order that is as of yet not discernible 
by the scientific method of theory, 
experiment and proof.
In the quantum moment, we get in 
touch with the perfection of everything, 
as well as the sense that we will be all 
right. Having this confidence, mixed 
with receptivity, we provide the client 
with a rich database of options for their 
growth and well being. It is the moment 
before choice, laden with the positive 
intention. It is potential waiting to be 
expressed. It is the perfection enfolded, 
as David Bohm would say, in everything 
and it waits to unfold and emerge. 
The quantum moment is the point 
in time and the place on the internal 
landscape when we are poised to make 
the quantum jump. We have access 
to the cosmic google. The range of 
possibilities are superimposed on 
this moment. The range of freedom 
allows us to be empowered and emerge 
newly recharged by the scope of our 
awareness. We then hold that space 
for the client, as well. Now we have 
learned how to move from structured, 
predictable outcomes to synchronous, 
uncertain outcomes with trust in 
beauty and perfection and acceptance 
of a Divine Will. We have all the tools 
we need to make the quantum jump 
easily and free of effort. It is our job as 
Resonance Repatterning practitioners 
to model the ability to make a quantum 
jump in our growth and well-being 
by being comfortable in the quantum 
moment. We need to cultivate this 
space not only for our clients, but also 
as one of our own resources.

1Strange Story of the Quantum, Dover 
Publications, Inc. New York, 1959, pg 181
2The God Particle, Houghton Mifflin Co., 
Boston-New York, 1993. Page 2006

The Neutral Space (continued from page 5)
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What The HRA Board and Committees  are Working on Next – Your Participation is Key!

Governance: 
The certification committee is working on the refinement and implementation of the re-certification 
policy allowing courses in allied modalities. We realize that many of you are seeking guidelines for 
what is and is not allowed. 

Membership Services:
Our service to members is about to take a quantum leap when we install a new membership  
software program in September. Each member will have all of their services consolidated into their 
own account that they may access and update at any time.  Additionally, the program will give us 
an increased capacity to organize volunteer activities, and promote members and their events. Stay 
tuned! 

Programs:
The E-Learning Survey is currently underway to help us determine what teleseminar topics to offer in 
2007. Make your opinion count and complete the survey online at www.HRAMembers.org. You will 
find the link on the home page. 

RadioCasts:
August 15th with Carolyn Winter and Sally Herr will speak on the topic of PR for RR Working 
Smarter Not Harder. Carolyn will outline the HRA proposed Marketing Plan that leverages our 
current gifts and talents through the co-ordination and collaboration of effort. Question sent in 
by members will also be addressed. 

September – September 5th with Gail Glanville, managing director of the Resonance  
Repatternng Institute,  “How to Put the ‘WOW’ into your Licensed Trademark Name and Logo.” 
Members are welcome to join in our monthly recorded Teleconfernce event by signing up  
online at http://www.hramembers.org/Programs/radiocasts.htm 

Special Projects:
Web Site Re-design –  We are re-designing the purpose and function of our original website, www.
holographic.org and have been collecting membership feedback via an online survey.  We intend to 
create a website that captures the hearts of a public audience looking for the unique services of our 
practitioners. 

Volunteer Opportunities:  
The HRA is a self-regulated voluntary organization that depends on the involvement and  
contributions of its members.  Find out where volunteers are currently needed at:  
http://www.hramembers.org/BoardRoom/boardroom.asp  or contact President Carolyn Winter  
at 1-800-685-2811. In addition to the personal benefits of working closely with others in the  
Association, you will be making a contribution that benefits all of us for years to come.

 

The Holographic RepatterningTM Association
Together we are more!

Login at www.HrAMembers.or for more details
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AddreSS ServiCe reqUeSTed

 It doesn’t have to be this way.

We can create the world we want starting now.

         Personal and global peace begin  

            in your mind and in your heart.
 

IMAGINE…

Participate online 

      Long distance healing sessions

Offered by dedicated volunteer practitioners world wide

to help us all resonate with peace
 

Visit 
www.WorldPeaceHologram.org 

and bring peace home!  
It’s Free




